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Let k1 , k2 , . . . , kn be integers with ki ≥ 2, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and let N = i=1 k2i .
Prove that
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II. Solution by Arthur Benjamin and Andrew Carman (student) Harvey Mudd College,
Claremont, CA.
We give a combinatorial proof.
A city has n districts and, for i = 1 . . . , n, district i has ki representatives on the
city council. The number of ways toselect aticket, an unordered pair of representan
tives from the same district is N = i=1 k2i .
N 
On the right side of (1), 2 counts the ways to pick two diﬀerent tickets. We
claim the left side also gives this count.
  

The number of ticket pairs of tickets from two diﬀerent districts is 1≤i<j≤n k2i k2j .
 
The number of ticket pairs using four diﬀerent people from district i is 3 k4i , because
once we have chosen ticket members a, b, c, d, there are three ways to select the running
mate
 of
 a. The number of ticket pairs involving three diﬀerent people from district i
is 3 k3i , since once we have chosen ticket members a, b, c, there are three ways to pick
   


which representative appears on both tickets. Since k4i + k3i = ki4+1 , the total


n
number of ways to pick a pair of tickets from the same district is 3 i=1 ki4+1 . The
result now follows.
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